EDI Transmissions
Wegmans encourages our suppliers to utilize EDI transactions in order to better facilitate communications
between the vendor and Wegmans.
The appropriate EDI transactions for each supplier are determined based on replenishment type;
Warehouse- 875,856,880 (UCS)
Quick response- 850,856,810 (x12)
VMI warehouse- 852, 855, 856, 880 (UCS)
*please contact – AccountsPayable@Wegmans.com if you are interested in exchanging EFT with Wegmans
The first critical step of successful EDI transactions is to verify that Wegmans data exactly matches the data in
your internal systems (UPC, GTIN, COST, CASE PACK). EDI will not work properly if our data is not in alignment.
You can contact your merchandising representative for more information on your item list.
Once your data is aligned and you are ready to proceed with EDI at Wegmans, fill out an EDI Request Form
and submit to the Wegmans Buyer. Once approved, you will be sent a link to the Wegmans/GXS testing
website (NCM) to choose your replenishment type and to test the appropriate transactions.
If you have any pre-NCM testing questions – contact your merchandising representative or Neysa Cross, EDI
Coordinator at 585-429-3666 or B2BEDI@Wegmans.com. Once you are testing in NCM, please utilize the FAQ
or on line support.
Important Information regarding Wegmans PO numbers for VMI:
Please note that the first two digits of Wegmans PO numbers correspond to the week number, beginning “01”
to “52”. The remaining 4 digits are specifically assigned to each vendor and must fit within your assigned
sequence to prevent any EDI issues.

Send
ISA Sender/Receiver Qualifier:
ISA Sender/Receiver ID:
GS Sender/Receiver Code:
Third Party Network (VAN):
Duns #:

COMMUNICATIONS
Receive

ISA05
ISA06
GS02
GXS
059650069 XXXX

ISA07
ISA08
GS03

TEST / PRODUCTION
8
9264830001
7164297951
Where XXXX = 0102-GM; 0106-Groc.;
0109-Produce; 0160-Dairy; 0150-Frozen;
0191-RSC3-Refr-Frozen; 0192-Pottsville;
1192-Hazelton.

VMI 855 Duns# (Hazelton Only) 7961854450192
Translation Software:
GXS

Enhanced EDI for Sales Logic
EDI Sales Logic 852 – Wegmans has the ability to transmit our sales/promotional logic, which is typically faxed
to vendors every Monday, via the EDI 852 using the QD segment of the transaction. We would encourage all
of our VMI suppliers to start using this data exchange in place of the faxed report. Please contact Russ
Tartaglia @ 585-464-4772 or russ.tartaglia@wegmans.com for detailed information on how to gain access to
this EDI feed.

